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RED LION CHAMBERS 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

09.09.2021 
In attendance (all by via video-conference)

 Antony Shaw QC (‘ASQC’) 

 Gilly Jones QC (‘GJQC’) 

 Jane Bewsey QC (‘JBQC’) 

 Tom Forster QC (‘TFQC’)  

 Michael Goodwin QC (‘MGQC’)  

 Michelle Nelson QC (‘MNQC’) 

 Valerie Charbit (‘VC’)  

 Faye Rolfe (‘FR’)  

 Mark Bennett (‘MB’) 

 Chris Paxton QC 

 Tom Payne  

 Shane Collery QC  

 Adam Wiseman QC 

 Riel Karmy-Jones QC 

 Jenni Dempster QC 

 

Apologies 

• Dan Taylor  

• David Claxton 

• Dan Robinson  

• Kate Bex QC (‘KBQC’)  

 

 

Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  Decisions Actions 

Minutes from last 

meeting 

  Approved    

HOC Update GJQC  Thanks to SCQC for staying on the WPAR committee 

and congratulations on judicial appointment. 

 Shortlisted for Crime set of the year. 
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 Valerie Charbitt has been shortlisted for outstanding 

contribution to diversity and inclusion. Ceremony in 

November  

 Silks party tomorrow 

 Now at 15 NBS temporarily 

Voting HOC  Report circulated in advance and spoken to. Votes 

required regarding a number of issues. Not all are able 

to use the online voting system. 

 Firstly, approval of name change to company and 
deed of trust. Vote held 18 approve, none against.  

 Relocation press release. Vote held, 18 approved, 

none against 

 Return of furlough monies. VC Suggest we we give to 

charitiable purposes. CBQC raises issue of the 

impression created when we are prosecuting 

bounceback loan fraud and in order to be able to take 

the moral highground we should pay back. GCQC’s 

position is that we should NOT return the money. TFQC 

says there is little be to gained in comparing businesses. 

We genuinely faced uncertainty at the time we claimed, 

and the money we have saved was over a long period. 

We have no obligation to repay the money. MNQC 

agrees with GJQC and TFQC that we have no obligation 

to return, we are not in the position of having earned lots 
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of money during the furlough period we took it to support 

junior members when we were unsupported by 

government. JBQC junior staff were concerned about 

their jobs, the money gave them comfort, and every 

penny went to staff not chambers coffers. We should 

keep the money. Vote carried 14 in favour of retaining 

the money, 1 abstention, 2 wish to refer to EGM. 

Accordingly, the question will not be referred to the EGM 

and the monies are presently retained. TFQC re furlough 

voting has abstained as Treasurer. 

 Recruitment  

 General need to recruit. ASQC speaks to the report. 

SCQC gives his view from the bench that RLC are 

thin on the ground in terms of presence in court in 

Essex, and as listings pick up it will only become 

worse. MNQC feels she cannot vote without a full 

debate re what members want chambers as a 

whole to look like. CPQC has been pressing long-

term for this, it is urgent issue. FAR suggests now 

is the time, with others advertising and the draw of 

the refurb. VC you can’t insist that people remain in 

crime and don’t diversify. MB we are letting 

members down in terms of not servicing their work. 

TFQC says anecdotally other sets are not getting 

the quality in applications but what we can offer may 
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make that different for us.  Vote held with majority 

approval of 17, and 1 no. 

 Provisional tenancies – no substantive legal 

problems with the proposal from our solicitors.   

HoC approve it. AWQC view is tenancy committee 

should have greater variety of tools to perform their 

function. It is a representative committee. We test 

candidates on relative excellence. Outside 

candidates get a binary outcome. Can be a 35-year 

tenancy after a 35 minute interview! PT if approved 

in the terms set out in report, the committee has 

discretion to retain after 2 years. Not to encourage 

indecisiveness where a candidate should be 

rejected outright or to enable less candidate to 

obtain tenancy, because the same test will apply. 

The need is 1) To serve candidates from 

unconventional backgrounds whose application is 

risky. 2. We have pupils for whom this is a useful 

device, not to obtain more evidence but to allow us 

to reconsider those who do not fulfil the promises 

made re covering work etc rather than going off on 

secondment after secondment. DC raises risk that 

we become unattractive compared to other sets if 

we say that after 1y pupillage you have to do a 

further 2 years. ASQC this is not equivalent to a 3rd 
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6, the PT is a full member of chambers and will get 

a package of support eg mentor. We retain 

discretion to give a shorter than 2y term. It is  

drafted this way to minimise difficulties about 

multiple unreasonable extensions or division. 

GCQC we need not be prescriptive of the length. 

ASQC does this also cover applicants who have 

come from ‘fringe’ chambers where they would 

benefit from better training? AWQC exactly and it 

improves diversity. VC what is 3rd 6 now then? 

GJQC this is a probationary tenancy. TFQC should 

we put it to members vote? ASQC we need to 

anyway as it would be a constitutional change. We 

take the result to this vote to AGM. Vote held with 

14 approving, 4 abstaining.  

 Waive EGM waiting period. Vote held, 18 approved 

none against. 

 Junior practice questionnaire. Vote held 13 approved 

none against. 
Chelmsford CPQC  Report received.  

 

 

Tenancy 

Committee 

AWQC  Dealt with in considering FTT proposal.   
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Administration 

and Staff 

JBQC  Report received and submissions received re furlough 

as above. 

  

Finance TFQC & TP  Report received. Healthy numbers.   

 

 

BDMC TFQC  Report received. 15NBS move could make it 

challenging. Thanks to VC and DC. GJQC we are putting 

together a programme of events through our refurb and 

relaunch. 3rd Thursday of every month rent a room in a 

pub for a meet and greet. There should also be a 

chambers dinner and Xmas party. Next year in March a 

relaunch programme culminating in a Summer party.  

  To put on agenda 

for BDMC 

Website  KBQC  Report received   

 

 

ETC MGQC  Report received  

 

 

Building Working 

Party  

SCQC  Refurbishment  - we should be alive to the possible need 

to go to outside furniture providers if we do not get the 

design changes we want. 

 

 

 

Information 

security  

SCQC 

 
 Report received. SCQC: GDPC breaches are a great 

source of worry for members. ASQC re the suggestion 

of changes to constitution, there are a number of 

technological developments we have adopted which 

suggest we do not need to do this. FAR queries do we 

need to create new documents from those listed in 
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SCQC’s report? Some require simply agreeing, and it 

isn’t obligatory to update, but BSB prefer the Briefed 

documents  

Equality and 

Diversity & Black 

Lives Matter 

MNQC  Race to the Bar event at 7BR upcoming, and a race 

summit in Nov. We continue to work with Shift25, and 

the City re race in finance sector. Report will be 

prepared. 

 

 

 

Wellbeing VC  Report received 

 

 

 

 

AOB   None  

 

 

 

  

 
 


